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1. Introduction. - [1] .
A spiral spin structure can be described by [2] :
m being a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic moments in the plane of the origin. If the propagation vector k is changed into -k, or if the sense of rotation along k is reversed, the chirality of the spiral spin structure is reversed. A sample in the antiferromagnetic, helimagnetic phase can therefore be divided into spiral spin or chirality domains. Neighbouring domains will be associated with right handed and left handed rotation of magnetic moments. Theoretical discussions about walls separating these domains have been carried out by Thomas and Wolf [3] and Kléman [4] . Chirality domains were invoked to explain experimental anomalies in the temperature dependence of ultrasonic attenuation and elastic constants [5, 6] , in magnetic susceptibility measurements on Dy [7] and Tb [8] , and on torque measurements on Dy [9] . Figure 3 shows the topograph performed at T -240 K, in the paramagnetic phase, when using the 0002 reflection ; contrast associated with the crystal defects can be observed. All subsequent topographs were carried out at a fixed temperature in the antiferromagnetic phase which was approximately 2 K above Tc. Topographs taken at this temperature of the 0002 peak and its satellite reflections, 0002±, are presented in figure 4 . Before the topographs 4a to 4 f were taken the sample had been cooled below Tc and then allowed to warm to the chosen temperature. topograph shown in figure 3 . Figure 4b , performed using the 0002_ magnetic satellite reflection and a horizontal neutron polarization which we will call « horizontal minus » (the opposite sense being of course « horizontal plus »), shows alternate white and black bands running in a direction normal to the c axis. The contrast of these bands is reversed on figure 4c , where the neutron polarization was « horizontal plus ». It then follows that these bands are domains of opposite chirality. Figure 4d shows the « 0002+, horizontal minus » topograph ; it is identical Fig. 4 . -Topographs performed at temperature To (To -Tc + 2 K), in the helimagnetic phase. Neutrons are horizontally polarized (h+ or h_) for all the topographs except for the one of figure 4f, where polarization is vertical. Topographs a --+ f were carried out after heating the sample from the ferromagnetic phase, whereas topographs g and h were recorded after the sample was cooled from paramagnetic phase : a) 0002 (Figs. 4d and 4e ).
Let us note that the horizontal polarization P is not exactly parallel to k and h, and the structure factor F of the less diffracting domains is not actually zero but nearly ; the simplified approach we are using is thus a good approximation.
An 0002_ topograph on the same domain configuration performed with vertical polarization (Fig. 4 f ) [19] and, more important, the application of a stress along the hexagonal c axis will not modify domain walls with magnetization lying in the basal plane. The second mechanism will absorb energy from the ultrasonic beam since the domain wall will move to a higher energy state if the wall thickness is increased or decreased from the optimum value.
On the third case, our assumption is that the domain walls àre partially pinned on crystal defects or impurities ; they would vibrate in the potential well in sympathy with the driving ultrasonic field, producing ultrasonic attenuation [20] . This [14] which could lead to useful neutron polarizers.
